Terms & Conditions of BETT 2020 RM Prize Draw

1. By entering the BETT 2020 RM Prize Draw “Prize Draw”, you are deemed to have read,
understood and accepted these terms and conditions and you will therefore be legally
bound by them.
2. All entrants must belong to an educational organisation in a professional capacity and be
aged 18 or over.
3. The Prize Draw will run during BETT 2020 (from 10:00 on 22 January 2020, until 15:00 on 25
January 2020). Entries received outside this period will not be considered.
4. An ‘entry’ constitutes either:
a. The completion of a short survey (“Survey”) on the RM stand at BETT 2020; or
b. Following @RMEducation on twitter and tweeting tagging RM and a teacher
(“Tweet”).
5. Maximum of two entries per person; one Survey and one Tweet. Multiple Survey and/or
Tweet entries will not be counted.
6. About the prizes:
a. The grand prize is a Strategy and Vision Package which consists of an IT Audit, Staff
ImpaCT Survey and a half day IT Strategy and Vision workshop (“Grand Prize”). There
is one Grand Prize to be won.
b. The daily prize is a Google Home device (“Daily Prize”). There are three Daily Prizes
to be won.
c. RM reserves the right to offer an alternative to the Grand or Daily prize provided
that such alternative is of equal or greater value.
d. There is no cash alternative available, the prize is non‐transferable, non‐
exchangeable and subject to availability.
7. The Prize Draw is not open to RM employees, their families or anyone connected with the
administration of the Prize Draw.
8. No purchase is necessary.
9. Four winners in total will be chosen at random from all valid entries.
10. Entrants will be asked to provide an email address and winners will be notified by email
within fourteen (14) days of the closing date. If a winner does not respond to RM within
fourteen (14) days of such notice, their prize will be forfeited and RM shall be entitled to
select another winner. The same rules apply to all winners subsequently selected by RM. In
the event a winner rejects their prize, the entry is deemed invalid or a winner is deemed in
breach of these terms and conditions or any applicable law, the winner's prize will be
forfeited and RM shall be entitled to select another winner.
11. Delivery of prizes:
a. The Daily Prize delivery will be arranged directly with the winners. The Grand Prize
delivery will commence on mutually convenient and agreed dates.
i. As part of the Grand Prize package, the winner and Senior Leadership Team
of the winner’s educational establishment must be able to commit to a
strategy workshop, normally held at the establishment. This session is
typically 3‐4 hours with some preparation discussions ahead of this.
b. Prizes can only be delivered to a valid UK address.
12. The winner may be required to take part in promotional activity related to the Prize Draw
and the winner hereby agrees to participate in such activity on RM’s reasonable request.
13. By entering into the Prize Draw entrants agree that RM will process their personal data in
accordance with RM’s Privacy Policy which can be seen here.

14. Except in the case of death or personal injury arising from its negligence or in respect of fraud
and so far as is permitted by law, RM excludes responsibility and any and all liabilities arising
from or in connection with any postponement, cancellation, delay or changes to the Prize
Draw or prizes beyond its control and for any act or default of any third‐party supplier.
15. RM reserves the right at any time to modify or discontinue, temporarily or permanently, the
Prize Draw, with or without prior notice due to reasons outside its control (including, without
limitation, in the case of anticipated, suspected or actual fraud). The decision of RM in all
matters relating to the Prize Draw is final and binding and no correspondence will be entered
into in this regard.
16. These terms and conditions shall be governed by the laws of England and Wales and entrants
submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts in the event of any dispute arising in
relation to them.

